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Abstract

The conditional Quadratic Semidefinite Programming (cQSDP) refers to a class of matrix
optimization problems whose matrix variables are required to be positive semidefinite on a
subspace and the objectives are quadratic. The chief purpose of this paper is to focus on two
primal examples of cQSDP: the problem of matrix completion/approximation on a subspace
and the Euclidean distance matrix problem. For the latter problem, we review some classical
contributions and establish certain links among them. Moreover, we develop a semismooth
Newton method for a special class of cQSDP and establish its quadratic convergence under
the condition of constraint nondegeneracy. We also include an application in calibrating the
correlation matrix in Libor market models. We hope this work will stimulate new research
in cQSDP.
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1 Introduction

The chief purpose of this paper is to use as an umbrella the conditional Quadratic Semi-Definite
Programming (cQSDP) to include some existing applications that are close to the well-known
Semi-Definite Programming (SDP) and to stimulate new research in cQSDP. We gather some
examples from existing literature and show that they naturally appear as cQSDP. We cast those
examples either as of a matrix completion/approximation problem on a subspace or as of an
Euclidean distance matrix problem. In particular, we try our best to trace the root how those
problems are originally studied and establish some general results for them. We also develop a
semismooth Newton method for a special class of cQSDP, which plays a fundamental role in a
wider class of cQSDP. Moreover, we include an interesting application of cQSDP arising from
calibrating the correlation matrix in Libor market model. The main message in this paper is
that it is worth and often necessary to design new algorithms in order to take advantage of
problem structures in cQSDP.

As indicated by its name, cQSDP is very close to SDP. The key departure is that cQSDP
requires the positive semidefiniteness in a subspace, in comparison to SDP which requires the
positive semidefiniteness in the whole space. We make this difference precise now. Let Sn denote
the space of n × n symmetric matrices with the standard inner product 〈·, ·〉, whose induced
norm is the Frobenius norm ‖X‖ for X ∈ Sn. Let Sn+ denote the cone of all positive semidefinite
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matrices in Sn. Let V ⊂ IRn be a subspace. We say that X ∈ Sn is positive semidefinite in V
(write as X � 0 in V) if

vTXv ≥ 0 ∀ v ∈ V.

We often say that such a matrix is conditionally positive semidefinite without explicitly referring
to the subspace it is associated with. We define

Kn+(V) := {X ∈ Sn | X � 0 in V} .

Therefore, cQSDP refers to any problem that can be cast in the following form:

min f(X) := 〈X, Q(X)〉+ 〈C, X〉
s.t. A(X) ∈ b+ P,

X ∈ Kn+(V),
(1)

where Q : Sn 7→ Sn is a linear mapping; C ∈ Sn; A : Sn 7→ IRm is a linear mapping and b ∈ IRm;
and P = {0}p × IRq

+ with m := p + q. Since Kn+(V) is a closed convex cone, cQSDP (1) is of
conic optimization with special structures. For easy reference, we call Kn+(V) the conditional
positive semidefinite cone.

cQSDP can be quickly reformulated as QSDP (see Toh [44]). Let ΠV(x) denote the orthog-
onal projection of x onto V. That is, ΠV(x) is the optimal solution of the following problem:

min
y
‖x− y‖ s.t. y ∈ V,

where ‖y‖ is the Euclidean norm of y ∈ IRn. Since V is a subspace, ΠV(·) can be thought of an
orthogonal matrix. Then, X ∈ Kn+(V) if and only if ΠVXΠV ∈ Sn+. One serious drawback of
this reformulation is that the matrix ΠVXΠV always has zero as its eigenvalue and hence the
generalized Slater condition is never satisfied. Furthermore, the linear transformation ΠVXΠV
often complicates the use of off-shelf SDP solvers and may significantly slow them down. In
contrast, the generalized Slater condition is often satisfied in cQSDP for some of our examples.
Fortunately, it is possible in the examples encountered below to handle the conditional positive
semidefinite cone Kn+(V) directly.

The concept of conditional (positive or negative) semidefiniteness has been used in slightly
different situations before. For example, in the survey paper [24], Ikramov and Savel’eva used it
for V being not only a subspace but also a closed convex cone. Reams [38] used it for V = e⊥, the
subspace orthogonal to the vector e of all ones. Earlier, Chabrillac and Crouzeix in their survey
paper [7] call it the semidefiniteness of the restricted quadratic form to the space V. Micchelli
[29] (see also Baxter [3]) used a slightly different name for V = e⊥. They referred it as the almost
positive definiteness, whose origin can be traced back to the seminar work [42] of Schoenberg
on the Euclidean distance embeddability in the (real) Hilbert space. We will say more about
Schoenberg’s contribution when it comes to the Euclidean distance matrix problem. In this
paper, the conditional semidefiniteness refers to the case where V is a subspace. The primary
reason for this reference is that efficient numerical methods such as the semismooth Newton-CG
method can be readily developed. The second reason is that this conditional semidefiniteness
has played an important role in a number of important applications, which are to be explained
to a considerable extent accessible to a wide audience in the hope of stimulating new research.
However, we will not review the vast literature on one of the most important applications to the
second-order optimality conditions in the classical constrained optimization because they have
been well documented, see e.g., [30, Sect. 12.4] and [4, Sect. 13.4] and the relevant references
therein.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains two examples of matrix completion
(approximation) on a subspace. We derive two closed-form formulas (see Thm. 2.1) of the
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orthogonal projection onto the conditional positive semidefinite cone. A consequence is that
the projection, viewed as a function of its argument, is strongly semismooth. This result paves
the way for the semismooth Newton method to be developed. Section 3 is about problems of
Euclidean Distance Matrix (EDM). We survey four important and earliest contributions, which
are summarized in Thm. 3.2. We then describe two nearest EDM problems: the classical Multi-
Dimensional Scaling (cMDS) and the direct MDS. We establish a new equivalence result for
cMDS in Thm. 3.3. In Section 4, we develop a semismooth Newton-CG method for a special
class of cQSDP and establish its quadratic convergence under the assumption of constraint
nondegeneracy. In Section 5, We present a new and an important application in calibrating the
correlation matrix in Libor market models and report some numerical results. We conclude the
paper in Section 6.

Notation: Apart from the notations used above, we also need the following (“:=” means
“define”). We write X � 0 for X ∈ Sn being positive definite. Tr(X) is the trace of X. e is the
vector of all ones in an Euclidean space, whose dimension is clear from the context, and ei is the
ith unit vector. A ◦ B := [AijBij ] is the Hadamard product between two matrices A and B of
same size. For subsets α, β of {1, . . . , n}, Bαβ denotes the submatrix of B indexed by α and β
(α for rows and β for columns). Bα denotes the submatrix consisting of columns of B indexed
by α, and |α| is the cardinality of α.

2 Matrix Approximation and Completion on a Subspace

Matrix approximation plays a central role in numerical linear algebra and appears in many
applications. The most important one is probably the orthogonal approximation to a given
matrix by a positive semidefinite matrix. For a given matrix A ∈ Sn, let ΠSn+(A) be the
orthogonal projection of A onto the convex cone Sn+. That is, ΠSn+(A) is the optimal solution of
the following problem:

min ‖X −A‖ s.t. X ∈ Sn+, (2)

where ‖ · ‖ is the Frobenius norm induced by the standard inner product in Sn. Let A have the
following spectral decomposition:

A = PΛP T ,

where Λ := Diag(λ) is the diagonal matrix formed by the eigenvalue vector λ = (λ1, . . . , λn)T

and λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λn are the eigenvalues of A in nonincreasing order; P TP = I (the columns
of P consists of the normalized eigenvectors of X corresponding to λ). It is the classical result
that problem (2) has the closed form solution:

ΠSn+(A) = PΛ+P
T ,

where Λ+ := Diag(λ+) and

λ+ := (max(λ1, 0), . . . ,max(λn, 0))T .

It is important to emphasize that, as a function, the projection ΠSn+(·) is not differentiable, but
is almost everywhere differentiable. Moreover, it is strongly semismooth due to Sun and Sun
[43] (see also Chen et al. [6]). The strong semismoothness of ΠSn+(·) is a fundamental property
behind semismooth Newton-CG methods for matrix optimization problems, see Qi and Sun
[34] and Zhao et al. [49]. We will use one of the semismooth Newton-CG methods in our
numerical part. Those nice properties of ΠSn+(·) can be extended to ΠKn+(V)(·), which appears

in the following two generalized matrix completion/approximation problems.
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2.1 Generalized Matrix Approximation

A generalized matrix approximation studied in this part seeks the best candidate to A from
Kn+(V), where V is a given subspace characterized by

V =
{
x ∈ IRn | STx = 0

}
, (3)

where S is a n× r real matrix with rank(S) = r. In other words, the columns of S form a basis
of the orthogonal subspace of V (denoted by V⊥). The generalized matrix approximation can
be stated as follows:

min ‖X −A‖ s.t. X ∈ Kn+(V). (4)

This is a special case of cQSDP (1) with f(X) = ‖X − A‖ and no linear constraints. Problem
(4) was studied by Hayden and Wells [21]. Like the positive semidefiniteness case (2), it also
has a closed form solution.

Let Q ∈ IRn×n be the product of r Householder transformations such that

QS =

[
0
L

]
, (5)

where L is a r×r lower triangular nonsingular matrix (this can be done by the QR factorization
of S). We know that QTQ = I. We have the following result.

Theorem 2.1 Let A = QAQT and partition A into the following blocks:

A =

[
A1 A2

A
T
2 A0

]
with A1 ∈ Sn−r, A0 ∈ Sr, A2 ∈ IR(n−r)×r.

Then, ΠKn+(V)(A) can be calculated by

ΠKn+(V)(A) = QT

[
ΠSn−r+

(A1) A2

A
T
2 A0

]
Q (6)

or by

ΠKn+(V)(A) = A+ ΠSn+(−JSAJS), (7)

where

JS := QT
[
In−r 0

0 0

]
Q. (8)

Proof. Formula (6) was proved in [21, Thm. 2.2]. Formula (7) just follows from formula (6)
as we show below. We note that

JSAJS = QT
[
A1 0
0 0

]
Q.

Since Q is orthogonal, we have

ΠSn+(−JSAJS) = QT

[
ΠSn−r+

(−A1) 0

0 0

]
Q.
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We also note that A = QTAQ. Therefore, we have

A+ ΠSn+(−JSAJS) = QT

[
A1 + ΠSn−r+

(−A1) A2

A
T
2 A0

]
Q

= QT

[
ΠSn−r+

(A1) A2

A
T
2 A0

]
Q

= ΠKn+(V)(A). (by (6))

�
An equivalent way to state (6) is the detailed description of Kn+(V).

Kn+(V) =

{
QT
[
A1 A2

AT2 A0

]
Q

A1 ∈ Sn−r+ , A2 ∈ IR(n−r)×r

A0 ∈ Sr
}
. (9)

The first consequence of formula (7) is a characterization of Kn+(V). It is easy to see that
A ∈ Kn+(V) if and only if

ΠSn+(−JSAJS) = 0,

which in turn implies JSAJS � 0. Hence, we have

Kn+(V) = {X ∈ Sn | JSXJS � 0} . (10)

Another important consequence of formula (7) is that the projection ΠKn+(V)(·) is strongly semis-

mooth because it is a composition of linear functions and ΠSn+(·), which has been known to be
strongly semismooth. This consequence opens the possibility of developing a semismooth New-
ton method for problems that involve ΠKn+(V)(·). One of such problems is the nearest Euclidean
distance matrix problem to be described soon. The need of iterative algorithms comes from the
fact that additional constraints are often added to problem (4) in order to increase its modelling
power. One example is the positive semidefinite matrix completion on a subspace studied by
Johnson and Smith [26].

2.2 Positive Semidefinite Matrix Completion on a Subspace

Let A be a n×n symmetric matrix with missing values. The known values are contained in the
index set B, where we assume i ≤ j if (i, j) ∈ B. The upper part of A is defined by values bij ,
(i, j) ∈ B.

Aij =

{
bij if (i, j) ∈ B
value missing otherwise.

For a given partial symmetric matrix A as above and a matrix S ∈ IRn×r, the problem in
question is whether there exists X ∈ Kn+(V) such that

Xij = Aij for (i, j) ∈ B,

where V is defined by (3). This problem is called the positive semidefinite matrix completion
on V [26]. It is without loss of generality to assume that all diagonal elements of A are known
(i.e., (i, i) ∈ B for i = 1, . . . , n). It is because that any missing diagonal element can be made
arbitrarily large so that the positive semidefiniteness can be reduced to that of the matrix by
removing the column and the row associated with that diagonal element.
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We use a simple example to illustrate this problem. Let A ∈ S3 have just one missing value
as given below.

A =

 1 2 x
2 0 −1
x −1 1

 , S =

 1 0
0 1
1 1

 .
It is easy to verify that any matrix A with x ≤ 4 belongs to K3

+(V). Therefore, there are
infinitely many completions. One often chooses the solution with the least Frobenius norm via
the following quadratic optimization:

min ‖X‖2
s.t. Xij = bij ∀ (i, j) ∈ B

X ∈ Kn+(V).
(11)

This problem is a special case of a more general problem considered by Hu et al. [23]:

min ‖X − C‖2, s.t. AX = B, X ∈ Kn+(V), (12)

where A,B are m×n real matrices and C ∈ Sn is given. Sufficient conditions have been studied
for the feasibility of (12). It would be interesting to see their implications to the special case
(11), especially their relationships to those studied in [26].

The equality constraints may render the feasible region in (11) empty. The following matrix
approximation problem gets around of this infeasibility issue:

min ‖H ◦ (X −A)‖2 s.t. X ∈ Kn+(V), (13)

where H ∈ Sn is defined according to the index set B as follows:

Hij =

{
1 if (i, j) or (j, i) ∈ B
0 otherwise.

Problem (13) is often referred to as the H-weighted positive semidefinite approximation problem
on a subspace. We will go no further about this problem except pointing out the fact that it is
significantly more difficult to solve than its counterpart (11).

3 Euclidean Distance Matrix Problems

From the practical point of view, the Euclidean Distance Matrix (EDM) is best known in its
role in the method of classical Multidimensional Scaling (cMDS), which is well documented in
[10, 5]. It has also been a main subject in the recent research [11, 33, 31]. In this section, we
first try to trace the earliest fundamental study of this topic. This part will be very useful for
those who are not familiar with the EDM. We then discuss two nearest EDM problems, namely
cMDS and dMDS (the direct MDS problem).

3.1 4 Classical Contributions

The foundation of the theory of EDM was built up in a few classical contributions, which, for the
benefit of the reader, are briefly described below. A thorough study on EDM probably started
from Schoenberg’s seminar work [40], which answers Fréchet’s question:

Let
aik = aki (i 6= k, k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n)

be 1
2n(n+1) given positive quantities. What are the necessary and sufficient conditions that they

be the lengths of the edges of a n-simplex A0A1 · · ·An? More general, what are the conditions
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that they be the lengths of the edges of a n-simplex lying in a Euclidean space Rr (1 ≤ r ≤ n)
but not in a IRr−1?

The method proposed in [40] placed the first point A0 at the origin and then defined the
following n× n matrix B0

(B0)ij =
1

2

(
a20i + a20j − a2ij

)
, i, j = 1, . . . , n.

A necessary and sufficient condition for Fréchet’s problem is that

B0 � 0 and rank(B0) = r. (14)

It then gave a construction how to find the n-simplex required in the question. It is not clear
how the construction can be practically implemented. Schoenberg in the subsequent paper [42]
proved that B0 � 0 if and only if (

−D(2)
)
� 0 on e⊥, (15)

where
D

(2)
ij = a2ij , i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n.

This is exactly the widely adopted definition of Euclidean distance matrices. We like to point
out that Schoenberg’s theory goes much deeper. For example, using positive definite functions,
it was proved that if D(2) defined above is EDM, so is any matrix D(2γ) for any 0 < γ ≤ 1,
where

D
(2γ)
ij = a2γij .

Consequently, D(1/2), whose elements are aij , is also EDM (see Def. 3.1 for the formal definition
of EDM).

In an apparently independent work, Young and Householder [48] also considered Fréchet’s
problem (but unaware it was proposed by Fréchet). They placed the last point An at the origin
and defined the symmetric matrix Bn by

(Bn)ij =
1

2

(
a2in + a2jn − a2ij

)
, i, j = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1.

It was proved that a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of (n + 1) points in
Fréchet’s question is Bn � 0 and the coordinates of those points come from the spectral decom-
position of Bn.

Bn = XTX and X = [x1, . . . , xn] ∈ IRr×n.

The theory of EDMs was made popular with practitioners by Torgerson [45, 46] and Gower
[19]. Motivated by the work of Young and Householder [48], Torgerson emphasized that its
theory is independent of the point that is to be placed at the origin and raised the question
which is the best point to be placed at the origin. A heuristic argument suggested that the
centroid of those points should be placed at the origin because it would mutually cancel the
errors in the distance measurements. This amounts to the following necessary and sufficient
condition:

−JD(2)J � 0, (16)

where

J := I − 1

n+ 1
eeT (17)

and I is the identity matrix in Sn+1 and e is the vector of all ones in IRn+1. Note that the result
can be stated in Sn for n points as is done in most publications, . We use Sn+1 because it has
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(n+ 1) points in Fréchet’s original question. It turns out (can be easily proved) that Torgerson
condition (16) is equivalent to Schoenberg condition (15). Furthermore, the coordinates of the
(n + 1) points can be found through the spectral decomposition of the positive semidefinite
matrix −0.5JD(2)J . But Torgerson failed to realize that the coordinates thus produced are best
from the viewpoint of principal component analysis (PCA), which was the major contribution
of Gower.

Gower [19], apparently unaware of Torgerson’s work, approached the problem from the view-
point of a statistician. Given a set of distances {aij} as in the Fréchet problem, construct the
Q-matrix by

Qij = −1

2
a2ij

and transform Q to the α-matrix (a symbol used by Gower) by

αij = Qij − qi − qj + q,

where qi is the mean value of the ith row of Q and q is the overall mean of Q. A necessary
and sufficient condition for the distances {aij} to be generated by a set of points {xi} is that
the α-matrix is positive semidefinite. Moreover, those points {xi} can be obtained from the
decomposition

α = XXT .

It is important to note that

α = −1

2
JD(2)J.

Consequently, the centroid of the points is placed at the origin:

n∑
i=0

xi = 0.

Therefore, Gower rediscovered Torgerson condition (16) with more powerful optimal properties
revealed from PCA. Gower termed the coordinates from α as the principal coordinates analysis.

Because J defined in (17) is the orthogonal projection matrix onto e⊥, both the researches
by Torgerson and Gower lead to Schoenberg condition (15). That is, the matrix −D(2) is
conditionally positive semidefinite on V = e⊥. Another important piece of contribution is by
Micchelli [29] on connections between EDMs and reproducing kernels, which play an essential
role in machine learning research (e.g., support vector machines). We hope to gather examples
in this field in future.

3.2 Nearest EDM problems

In this part, we will review two important classes of nearest EDM problems. To simplify no-
tations, we deal with n points in IRr rather than (n + 1) points as used in Fréchet’s question.
Hence, the associated distance matrix is in Sn. First, we give a formal definition of EDMs.

(a) On Definitions of EDM

Definition 3.1 A symmetric matrix D ∈ Sn is called a Euclidean distance matrix if the follow-
ing conditions are met:

(i) The diagonal elements of D are zero. That is

Dii = 0 ∀ i = 1, . . . , n.
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(ii) The matrix (−D) is positive semidefinite on V = e⊥.

We have following remarks regarding the use of this definition.

(R1) This definition is essentially a restatement of Schoenberg’s characterization [42, Eq.(5) and
Eq. (6)] on the necessary and sufficient embedding conditions of a distance function to be
embedded in the real Hilbert space. Since we are dealing with finite dimensional spaces,
the embedding is in terms of Euclidean distances. Let Snh denote the hollow subspace in
Sn:

Snh := {X ∈ Sn | Xii = 0, i = 1, . . . , n} .

Define the almost positive semidefinite cone Kn+ by

Kn+ :=
{
X ∈ Sn | X � 0 on e⊥

}
.

Obviously, Kn+ = Kn+(V) with V = e⊥. Therefore, D is a EDM if and only if

−D ∈ Snh ∩ Kn+.

The set of all EDMs is called the Euclidean distance matrix cone, denoted by En. The
matrices in Kn+ are known as almost positive matrices [12, Chp. XV] or almost positive
definite matrices [29, Def. 2.2]. In this paper, we call Kn+ the cone of almost positive
semidefinite matrices.

We let ei denote the ith basis vector in IRn (i.e., ei is the ith column of the identity matrix
in Sn). Obviously, (ei − ej) ∈ e⊥ for any i 6= j. Hence,

0 ≤ (ei − ej)T (−D)(ei − ej) = −Dii −Djj + 2Dij = 2Dij .

In other words, the definition implicitly implies that every element in D is nonnegative.
Therefore, Dij = d2ij for some dij . According to the basic theory on distance embedding

of Schoenberg [40, 41], there exist n points xi ∈ IRr for some r such that

‖xi − xj‖ =
√
Dij = dij .

(R2) Based on the discussion above, an equivalent way to define a EDM is as follows. A
nonnegative symmetric matrix D ∈ Sn in the form Dij = d2ij for i, j = 1, . . . , n is a EDM

if there exist n points xi ∈ IRr for some r such that

‖xi − xj‖2 = d2ij . (18)

This explains why EDM is often defined as a squared distance matrix. However, Defini-
tion 3.1 is more convenient because it avoids using the term of “squared” distance. The
Euclidean space IRr is called the embedding space of D. Moreover, the smallest such r is
called the embedding dimension of D.

From [40, 48, 46, 19] discussed in the preceding section, we know that the embedding
dimension r is given by

r = rank(JDJ).

A set of such embedding points can be obtained from the spectral decomposition of the
matrix −0.5JDJ .
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(R3) An important benefit of Def. 3.1 is that it does not depend on the actual embedding points.
It would benefit us in understanding the following result: If D is EDM, then the matrix
D(γ) defined by

D
(γ)
ij = Dγ

ij

is also EDM for 0 < γ < 1 (see [42]). A direct consequence is that if D is a squared
distance matrix in terms of Dij = d2ij , then the matrix D(1/2), whose elements are dij , is

also EDM. This means that there exist n points zi ∈ IRm for some positive integer m such
that

‖zi − zj‖2 = dij .

Unlike the case in (18), it is not clear how such a set of points {zi} can be efficiently
obtained.

We summarize the main result about EDM below.

Theorem 3.2 [40, 48, 45, 19] Let D ∈ Sn be a EDM. Let J be the orthogonal projection matrix
onto e⊥:

J := I − 1

n
eeT . (19)

The following hold.

(i) −JDJ � 0 and the embedding dimension of D is r = rank(JDJ).

(ii) Suppose

−1

2
JDJ = XTX with X := [x1, x2, · · · , xn], (20)

where xi ∈ IRr are called the embedding points of D. It holds that

‖xi − xj‖2 = Dij , i, j = 1, . . . , n

and
n∑
i=1

xi = 0.

(b) Nearest EDM Problems. We say that D ∈ Sn is a pre-distance matrix if D ∈ Snh and
Dij ≥ 0 for all i, j = 1, . . . , n. If D is a true EDM, then its embedding points can be obtained
by the decomposition in (20). However, D often contains noises in practice and consequently
it is not a true EDM. Naturally, one wishes to rectify it to get a true EDM. One would wish
that the rectification is as small as possible or as simple as possible. Early methods popular in
multidimensional scaling include the additive constant corrections and partial additive constant
corrections [46, 10]. For more references on the two methods, see [36]. The constant correction
method is very simple by its nature. In this part, we introduce two models that aim for the
smallest changes for D to become a EDM.

The first model is a matrix nearness problem on the positive semidefinite cone Sn. The
intention was to find a best EDM Y such that

νcmds := min ‖JY J − 0.5JDJ‖2, s.t. Y ∈ Snh , −JY J � 0. (21)

There are two reasons for this model. One reason is that if D is a true EDM, then optimal solu-
tion would be D itself and the embedding points would come from decomposition of −0.5JDJ .
The second reason is that problem (21) has a closed-form solution, as we see below. The solution
method based on (21) is known as the classical multidimensional scaling (cMDS) [10, 5] and has
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been used widely with some other advanced optimization techniques, see e.g., [47, 20] and the
references therein.

When we replace −JY J by a positive semidefinite matrix and ignore the constraint Y ∈ Snh ,
we get a relaxation problem

νrcmds := min ‖Z + 0.5JDJ‖2, s.t. Z � 0. (22)

We have the following result, which requires the mapping D : Sn+ 7→ En given by

D(Z) := ediag(Z)T + diag(Z)eT − 2Z, ∀ Z ∈ Sn+.

We emphasize that D(Z) is just the EDM, whose embedding points are given by the spectral
decomposition of Z. Furthermore,

JZJ = −1

2
JD(Z)J ∀ Z ∈ Sn+. (23)

Theorem 3.3 The relaxation problem (22) is exact in the following sense. Suppose Z∗ is the
optimal solution of (22). Then Y ∗ ∈ Sn defined by

Y ∗ =
1

2
D(Z∗)

is the unique optimal solution of (21) and the optimal objectives of the two problems are equal.

Proof. We first note that −JY J � 0 if and only if −Y belongs to the almost positive
semidefinite cone Kn+, which is Kn+(e⊥). Let Q be the Householder transformation that translates
e to [0, . . . , 0,−

√
n]T ∈ IRn (Q satisfies (5) with S = e⊥). Hence,

Q = I − 2

vT v
vvT with v = [1, 1, . . . , 1,

√
n+ 1]T ∈ IRn.

The orthogonal matrix Q and the projection matrix J in (19) have the following relationship:

J = Q

[
In−1 0

0 0

]
Q. (24)

Now we return to the two optimization problems. The optimal solution of (22) is just the
projection of (−JDJ) onto Sn+:

Z∗ = ΠSn+(−0.5JDJ).

Denote

−0.5QDQ =:

[
D̂1 d̂

d̂T d̂0

]
with D̂1 ∈ Sn−1, d̂ ∈ IRn−1, d̂0 ∈ IR.

It follows from (24) that

−0.5JDJ = Q

[
D̂1 0
0 0

]
Q

and (because Q2 = I)

Z∗ = Q

[
ΠSn−1

+
(D̂1) 0

0 0

]
Q.

11



Furthermore,

JZ∗J = Q

[
In−1 0

0 0

]
Q2

[
ΠSn−1

+
(D̂1) 0

0 0

]
Q2

[
In−1 0

0 0

]
Q

= Q

[
ΠSn−1

+
(D̂1) 0

0 0

]
Q

= Z∗.

Suppose Z∗ = XTX with X = [x1, . . . , xn] and xi ∈ IRr. Then D(Z∗) = (‖xi − xj‖2). It
follows from (23) that

0 � Z∗ = JZ∗J = −1

2
JD(Z∗)J = −JY ∗J.

Moreover, Y ∗ ∈ Snh . Hence, Y ∗ is a feasible solution of (21). In the meantime, given that (22)
is a relaxation of (21) we have

νcmds ≥ νrcmds = ‖Z∗ + 0.5JDJ‖ = ‖ − JY ∗J + 0.5JDJ‖ = ‖JY ∗J − 0.5JDJ‖ ≥ νcmds.

This proved that the relaxation is exact.
Now we prove Y ∗ thus defined is the unique optimal solution of (21). Define

‖Y ‖(e) := ‖JY J‖, ∀ Y ∈ Sn.

It is easy to see that ‖Y ‖(e) is not a norm on Sn. However, Mathar [28, Lemma 1] proved (by
letting s = (1/n)e therein) that it is a norm on the subspace Snh . Now suppose Y is another
solution. Since (21) is convex, Y ∗ + τ(Y − Y ∗) is also optimal for 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1. We have

‖J(Y ∗ + τ(Y − Y ∗))J‖2 = ‖JY ∗J‖2 + 2τ〈JY ∗J, J(Y − Y ∗)J〉+ τ2‖J(Y − Y ∗)J‖2,

which implies
2τ〈JY ∗J, J(Y − Y ∗)J〉+ τ2‖J(Y − Y ∗)J‖2 = 0.

Dividing τ on both sides leads to

2〈JY ∗J, J(Y − Y ∗)J〉+ τ‖J(Y − Y ∗)J‖2 = 0

for all 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1. We must have ‖J(Y − Y ∗)J‖ = 0. Since ‖ · ‖(e) is a norm on Snh and
Y − Y ∗ ∈ Snh , we have Y ∗ = Y . This proves the uniqueness of the optimal solution. �

In literature, model (22) is also often referred to as the cMDS, which intends to solve model
(21). Thm. 3.3 shows that the two models are equivalent. We are not aware of any formal proof
for this equivalence. The nearness between Y ∗ and D in (21) is measured in terms of the norm
of J(Y ∗ − D)J . A more natural nearness measure is the difference between the two matrices
in terms of ‖Y ∗ − D‖. This leads to our second model, which directly measure the nearness
between the two matrices themselves using the norm Y −D‖. We refer the model as the direct
MDS (dMDS) model for easy reference and it is stated as follows.

min ‖Y −D‖2, s.t. Y ∈ Snh and − Y ∈ Kn+. (25)

Unlike cMDS model (21), this problem has no closed-form solution anymore. Hence, iterative
algorithms have to be used. Note that the feasible region is the intersection of two convex
sets and the objective is the orthogonal projection of D onto the feasible region. Therefore,

12



alternating projection methods are natural choices (see [13, 16]) and they have been used in
molecular conformation [17, 18]. Problem (25) can also be reformulated as SDP, see [1] and
[44]. A semismooth Newton-CG method has been studied in [33] and seems to outperform the
alternating projection method and the interior-point methods for the SDP reformulations. Since
those methods have been well documented in the above references, there is no need to describe
them here. We would like to point it out that, in practice, fixed element constraints or box
constraints

Yij = bij or `ij ≤ Yij ≤ uij (26)

are often added to problem (21) or problem (25). Those constraints can be readily dealt with
in numerical methods for (21) and (25). To complete this section, we emphasize that both the
cMDS model and the dMDS model are special cases of cQSDP of (1).

4 Semismooth Newton-CG Method

Over the past few years, semismooth Newton-CG based methods have proved to be extremely
important for some class of matrix optimization problems, including the nearest correlation
matrix problem [34], the SDP [49], the convex SDP [25] and the nearest Euclidean distance
matrix problem [33], to just name a few. This section is devoted to a similar development, but
is restricted to the following basic model of cQSDP:

min
1

2
‖Y −A‖2, s.t. A(Y ) = b, Y ∈ Kn+(V), (27)

where A : Sn 7→ IRm is a linear mapping and b ∈ IRm. In this basic model, we restrict the
objective function f in (1) to be the distance function and we do not include inequalities here.

There are two reasons for focusing on this basic model. One is that it is adequate to show
the essential components in a semismooth Newton-CG method and it is simple enough to lessen
the complicated linear algebra involved. The second reason is that it plays an important role
in numerical methods for a wider class of cQSDPs in the sense that it can be used to solve
subproblems arising from those methods (e.g. the augmented Lagrangian method). We omit
the detail in substantiating the second reason. The semismooth Newton-CG method is actually
for the dual problem of (27). We study the dual in the following subsection.

4.1 The Lagrangian Dual Problem

We first derive the Lagrangian dual of problem (27). Define the Lagrangian function by

L(Y, y) :=
1

2
‖Y −A‖2 − 〈A(Y ), y〉, (Y, y) ∈ Sn × IRm.

Then the Lagrangian dual problem is defined to be

max
y∈IRn

θ̂(y), (28)

where θ̂(y) is defined by

θ̂(y) := min
Y ∈Kn+(V)

L(y, y).

Note that

L(Y, y) =
1

2
‖Y − (A+A∗(y))‖2 − 1

2
‖A+A∗(y)‖2 +

1

2
‖A‖2 + 〈b, y〉,

13



where A∗ is the adjoint of A. The optimal solution Y ∗ in θ̂(y) is

Y ∗ = ΠKn+(V)(A+A∗(y)).

Hence,

θ̂(y) = L(Y ∗, y)

=
1

2
‖ΠKn+(V)(A+A∗(y))− (A+A∗(y))‖2 − 1

2
‖A+A∗(y)‖2 +

1

2
‖A‖2 + 〈b, y〉

= −1

2
‖ΠKn+(V)(A+A∗(y))‖2 + 〈b, y〉+

1

2
‖A‖2,

where we used the fact that

Y = ΠKn+(V)(Y )−Π(Kn+(V))∗(Y )

and the dual cone (Kn+(V))∗ is defined by(
Kn+(V)

)∗
:=
{
Z ∈ Sn 〈Z, Y 〉 ≥ 0, ∀ Y ∈ Kn+(V)

}
.

It follows from (9) that

(
Kn+(V)

)∗
:=

{
Z ∈ Sn Z = QT

[
B 0
0 0

]
Q, B ∈ Sn−r+

}
.

Note that Kn+(V) is not self-dual.
We write the dual problem (28) in the minimization form.

min
y∈IRm

θ(y) := −θ̂(y) =
1

2
‖ΠKn+(V)(A+A∗(y))‖2 − 〈b, y〉 − 1

2
‖A‖2. (29)

We need the strong Slater condition, which means that the mapping A : Sn 7→ IRm is surjective
and there exists Y 0 ∈ int Kn+(V) such that A(Y 0) = b. It follows from [14, Prop. 2.20] (problem
(27) can be cast as conic programming problem treated in [14, (2.71)]) that the following result
holds.

Proposition 4.1 If the strong Slater condition holds for problem (27), then for any 0 6= y ∈ IRm

satisfying A∗(y) ∈ −(Kn+(V))∗, we must have

〈b, y〉 < 0.

Proposition 4.2 Assume that the strong Slater condition holds for problem (27), then the level
set Lc := {y | θ(y) ≤ c} is bounded for any constant c

Proof. The proof can be patterned after that of [14, Prop. 4.16], which deals with the
positive semidefinite cone. All technical parts including Prop. 4.1 in the proof can be carried
over from Sn+ to Kn+(V). We omit the details. �

Therefore, the dual problem (29) is guaranteed to have an optimal solution provided that the
strong Slater condition holds. If there exist a point Y 0 such that A(Y 0) = b and Y 0 ∈ int Kn+(V)
(known as generalized Slater condition), then there is no duality gap between the primal problem
(27) and the dual problem (29). Suppose y is an optimal solution of (29), then

Y := ΠKn+(V)(A+A∗(y))
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is the optimal solution of (27). Hence, it is enough to solve the dual problem and it is relatively
easy to solve as it is defined in IRm rather than in the significantly larger space Sn.

Since θ(·) is convex and continuously differentiable (because the projection in θ(y) is onto a
close convex cone), the optimal solution is global and the first-order optimality condition is

F (y) := ∇θ(y) = A
(

ΠKn+(V)(A+A∗(y))
)
− b = 0. (30)

Moreover, F is strongly semismooth because ΠKn+(V)(·) is strongly semismooth. Equation (30) is

a strongly semismooth equation and semismooth Newton method (see, e.g. [37]) can be readily
developed. We will study it in the next subsection.

4.2 A Semismooth Newton-CG Method

The local version of the semismooth Newton method can be stated as follows. Given y0 ∈ IRm

and let k := 0. Compute Vk ∈ ∂F (yk) and

yk+1 = yk − V −1k F (yk), k = 0, 1, 2, . . . . (31)

Since F is the gradient of θ, the generalized Jacobian ∂F in the sense of Clarke [9, Sect. 2.6] is
often called the generalized Hessian of θ.

There are a few question for the semismooth Newton method (31). (i) How to calculate
V ∈ ∂F (y)?; (ii) When is V nonsingular?; (iii) How to solve the linear equation in (31)?; and
(iv) How to globalize the method?. Similar issues have been dealt with for the nearest correlation
matrix problem by Qi and Sun [34] and for the nearest Euclidean distance matrix problem by
Qi [33]. The difference here is that we have the conditional positive semidefinite cone Kn+(V)
instead of the positive semidefinite cone Sn+ in [34] and the almost positive semidefinite cone Kn+
in [33].

We first address question (iv). Since θ(·) is convex and continuously differentiable, an Armijo
line search can be introduced to the local method (31) to get a globally convergent method.
This globalization strategy has been used by Qi and Sun [34] to globalize a semismooth Newton
method for the nearest correlation matrix problem. We extend it to our problem.

Algorithm 4.3 (Newton-CG Method)

Step 0. Given y0 ∈ IRm, η ∈ (0, 1), ρ, σ ∈ (0, 1/2). k := 0.

Step 1. Select an element Vk ∈ ∂F (yk) and apply the conjugate gradient (CG) method of
Hestenes and Stiefel [22] to find an approximate solution dk to

∇θ(yk) + Vkd = 0 (32)

such that
‖∇θ(yk) + Vkd

k‖ ≤ ηk‖∇θ(yk)‖ , (33)

where ηk := min{η, ‖∇θ(yk)‖}. If (33) is not achievable or if the condition

∇θ(yk)Tdk ≤ −ηk‖dk‖2

is not satisfied, let dk := −B−1k ∇θ(y
k), where Bk is any symmetric positive definite matrix

in Sn.

Step 2. Let mk be the smallest nonnegative integer m such that

θ(yk + ρmdk)− θ(yk) ≤ σρm∇θ(yk)Tdk.

Set tk := ρmk and yk+1 := yk + tkd
k.
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Step 3. Replace k by k + 1 and go to Step 1.

The global convergence of Alg. 4.3 and its quadratic convergence rate can be similarly proved
as in [34, Thm. 5.3]. We omit the details. The positive definite matrix Bk can be chosen to
be the identity matrix. The choice of Vk ∈ ∂F (yk) is dealt with in the next subsection. We
emphasize that it is extremely important to use CG (or its variants) to solve the linear equation
(32) because CG only needs evaluations of products of matrix V and vector d. Otherwise, it
would have to use the full matrix V , which is very expensive to compute as seen from next
subsection.

4.3 Characterization of ∂F (y)

The purpose in this subsection is to characterize any matrix V ∈ ∂F (y). It is very challenging
to characterize every element in V . But it is much less so if we just need to calculate V h for
any h ∈ IRm. That is, we can compute the product of the matrix V and an arbitrary vector h.
This is adequate for us because we are going to solve the linear equation (32) by a conjugate
gradient method, which only uses products between matrices and vectors.

For given y ∈ IRm, we let

Y := −JS(A+A∗(y))JS .

Denote[
Z1 Z2

ZT2 Z0

]
:= −Q(A+A∗(y))QT with Z1 ∈ Sn−r, Z2 ∈ IR(n−r)×r, Z0 ∈ Sr.

We have from (8) that

Y = QT
[
Z1 0
0 0

]
Q.

Now assume that Z1 has the following spectral decomposition.

Z1 = WΛW T ,

with Λ := Diag(λ1, . . . , λn−r), λ1 ≥ . . . ≥ λn−r are the eigenvalues of Z1, and WW T = In−r.
Define

α := {i λi > 0} , β := {i λi = 0} , γ := {i λi < 0} .

Define Ω ∈ Sn−r by

Ωij :=
max{λi, 0}+ max{λj , 0}

|λi|+ |λj |
, i, j = 1, . . . , n− r

where 0/0 is defined to be 1. Let

W = [Wα, Wβ, Wγ ] and W :=

[
Wα Wβ 0 Wγ

0 0 Ir 0

]
∈ Sn. (34)

For any h ∈ IRm, we partition Q(A∗(h))QT by[
H1 H2

HT
2 H0

]
:= Q(A∗(h))QT with H1 ∈ Sn−r, H2 ∈ IR(n−r)×r, H0 ∈ Sr. (35)

We have the following result, whose proof can be similarly constructed as that of [33, Prop. 3.2]
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Proposition 4.4 For any given h ∈ IRn. Let Q(A∗(h))QT have the partition in (35). For every
matrix V ∈ ∂F (y), there exists Ṽ ∈ ∂ΠS|β|+r+

(0) such that

V h = A(A∗(h))−A(PWhP
T ), (36)

where P := QW and

Wh :=


W T
αH1Wα

[
W T
αH1Wβ 0

]
Ωαγ ◦W T

αH1Wγ W T
β H1Wα

0

 Ṽ

 W T
β H1Wβ 0

0 0

 0

ΩT
αγ ◦W T

γ H1Wα 0 0

 .

According to (36), there are two natural choices for Vk ∈ ∂F (yk) in Alg. 4.3. One corresponds
to Ṽ = 0 and the other corresponds to Ṽ = I (the identity matrix). The next question is when
V is nonsingular so that the linear equation (32) has a unique solution. We study this issue
below.

4.4 Nonsingularity of ∂F (y)

An important concept that ensures the nonsingularity is constraint nondegeneracy for problem
(27). We refer to [8] for more references, results, and comments on its application to SDP. We
describe it below.

Let A ∈ Kn+(V) have the following representation (see (9))

A = QT

[
Z1 Z2

Z
T
2 Z0

]
Q, with Z1 ∈ Sn−r, Z2 ∈ IR(n−r)×r, Z0 ∈ Sr. (37)

Let ` := rank(Z1) and λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ . . . ≥ λ` > 0 be the positive eigenvalues of Z1. We assume
that Z1 admits the spectral decomposition

Z1 = U

[
Λ

0n−r−`

]
UT , (38)

where UTU = In−r. Let
` := {1, 2, . . . , `} .

It follows from (9) that the tangent cone of Kn+(V) at A can be described as follows

TKn+(V)(A) =

QT
 U

[
M1 M2

MT
2 M0

]
UT B

BT B0

Q M1 ∈ S`, M0 ∈ Sn−r−`+

M2 ∈ IR`×(n−r−`)

B ∈ IR(n−r)×r, B0 ∈ Sr

 .

The largest subspace contained in TKn+(V)(A) is then given by

lin
(
TKn+(V)(A)

)
=

QT
 U

[
M1 M2

MT
2 0

]
UT B

BT B0

Q M1 ∈ S`
M2 ∈ IR`×(n−r−`)

B ∈ IR(n−r)×r, B0 ∈ Sr

 . (39)

We say that constraint nondegeneracy holds at a feasible point A of problem (27) if

A
(

lin(TKn+(V)(A))
)

= IRm. (40)

In other words, constraint nondegeneracy holds if the image space of lin(TKn+(V)(A)) under the
linear mapping A is IRm. We have the following characterization of constraint nondegeneracy.
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Proposition 4.5 Let h ∈ IRm be given and QT (A∗(h))Q have the representation of (35). Let
A ∈ Kn+(V) be decomposed as in (37) and the resulting Z1 have the spectral decomposition (38).
Constraint nondegeneracy holds at A if and only if the following implication holds

UT
`
H1 = 0

H2 = 0
H0 = 0

 =⇒ h = 0. (41)

Proof. By (40), constraint nondegeneracy holds at A if and only if

h ∈
{
A
(

lin(TKn+1
+

(A))
)}⊥

=⇒ h = 0. (42)

It follows from (39) that

{
QXQ : X ∈ lin(TKn+(V)(A))

}
=


 U

[
M1 M2

MT
2 0

]
UT B

BT B0

 :

M1 ∈ S`
M2 ∈ IR`×(n−r−`)

B ∈ IR(n−r)×r, B0 ∈ Sr

 .

The left-hand side of (42) is equivalent to, for any X ∈ lin(TKn+1
+

(A)),

0 = 〈h,A(X)〉 = 〈A∗(h), X〉

= 〈QA∗(h)Q, QXQ〉 (because Q2 = I)

= 2Tr(BTH2) + Tr(B0H0) + Tr

(
UTH1U

[
M1 M2

MT
2 0

])
.

The above identities are for any B ∈ IR(n−r)×r, B0 ∈ Sr, M1 ∈ S` and M2 ∈ IR`×(n−r−`). Hence,
we must have

H2 = 0, H0 = 0 and UT
`
H1U = 0.

Because of the nonsingularity of U , the above condition is equivalent to

H2 = 0, H0 = 0 and UT
`
H1 = 0.

Therefore, (42) holds if and only if (41) holds. �

We have the following major result, whose proof can be constructed by using Prop. 4.5 and
by following the steps in [2, Thm. 3.9], which deals with the nonsingularity issue of a semismooth
Newton method for a Euclidean distance matrix problem with spherical constraints. We omit
the details.

Theorem 4.6 Let y be an optimal solution of the dual problem (29). Let A := ΠKn+(V)(A +

A∗(y)). We assume that constraint nondegeneracy holds at A. Then every matrix M ∈ ∂F (y)
is positive definite. Consequently, the Newton method (31) is quadratically convergent provided
that the initial point y0 is close to y.

Before we move on to give a new application, we would like to point out the difference
between this work and our previous work [33, 2], which made most of the subspace V = e⊥. In
contrast, our analysis here is for general subspace V and the assumptions are more general. For
example, in the nearest Euclidean distance matrix problem [33], both the strong Slater condition
and constraint nondegeneracy hold. For the spherical EDM problem in [2], the strong Slater
condition holds while constraint nondegeneracy is satisfied under some (weak) condition.
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5 A New Application

In this part, we present a new application of the direct MDS model (25) to calibrating correlations
in Libor Market Models (LMM correlations). The need in calibrating LMM correlations has
long been known (see e.g. [39, Chapters 19, 20]). In order to understand the strategies used in
calibrating LMM correlations, let us restate a result of Micchelli.

Theorem 5.1 [29, Cor. 2.1(c)] A ∈ (−Kn+) if and only if the matrix M ∈ Sn defined by

Mij := exp(−αAij), i, j = 1, . . . , n

is positive semidefinite for all α > 0. Moreover, it is positive definite if and only if

Aij >
1

2
(Aii +Ajj) ∀ i, j = 1, . . . , n.

Regarding this result, we have the following remarks.

(R1) In the original statement of [29, Cor. 2.1(c)], it used “positive definite” to refer to “positive
semidefinite” and used “strictly positive definite” to refer to “positive definite”.

(R2) If A is a EDM, then A ∈ (−Kn+). We know that Aii = 0 for all i. Then the matrix

M =
(

exp(−αAij)
)

is a correlation matrix (because M � 0 and it has unit diagonals). Moreover, if Aij > 0
for all i 6= j (this means that the embedding points of A are distinct), then M has full
rank (i.e., M is positive definite).

(R3) If A is a EDM, so is A(γ) for 0 < γ < 1 according to Schoenberg [42], where

A
(γ)
ij = (Aij)

γ .

Consequently,

M (γ) :=
(

exp(−α(Aij)
γ)
)
, 0 < γ < 1, α > 0 (43)

are all correlation matrices. This fact seems to have been overlooked in [32], from which
we will take some LMM correlation specifications.

The standard and basic LMM correlation specification is (see [32, Eq. (0.2)])

ρij := ρ∞ + (1− ρ∞) exp(−λ|Ti − Tj |), −1 < ρ∞ < 1 and λ > 0

where {Ti} is a tenor structure (think them as of discretization of time) and Ti ∈ IR, i = 1, . . . , n.
Since

A =
(

(Ti − Tj)2
)
∈ En

and Ti, i = 1, . . . , n can be regarded as the embedding points, we have

A(1/2) =
(
|Ti − Tj |

)
∈ En.

It follows from (43) that the correlation matrix ρ is a legitimate correlation matrix, where

ρ := ρ∞E + (1− ρ∞) exp(−λA(1/2)), −1 < ρ∞ < 1 and λ > 0.
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It follows from Schoenberg [42] that there exist ui ∈ IRr, i = 1, . . . , n such that

‖ui − uj‖2 = |Ti − Tj |.

This resolves one of the concerns of Piterbarg, who questions the existence of such embedding
points.

A more general LMM specification [32] is as follows

ρ(Ti, Tj) = ρ∞ + (1− ρ∞) exp(−λ(Ti, Tj)|Ti − Tj |),

where λ(·, ·) is some function. One of the interesting choices is from Rebonato [39]

λ(Ti, Tj) = β exp {−αmax{i, j}} , β > 0 and α ∈ IR. (44)

This choice of λ(·, ·) makes the resulting matrix ρ satisfy some monotonic properties among the
correlations (we omit the details). However, a key question is whether the resulting matrix is
a true correlation matrix. For example, when n = 10, Ti = i for i = 1, . . . , n and ρ∞ = 0,
α = β = 1, the resulting matrix ρ has one negative eigenvalue (−0.1074). Therefore, for such
generated matrix, one needs to perform calibration before it can be used as a true correlation
matrix.

We propose using the direct MDS (25) to perform the calibration.

Algorithm 5.2 (Calibration via dMDS)

S.1 Construct the pre-distance matrix D ∈ Sn by

Dij := λ(Ti, Tj)|Ti − Tj |. (45)

S.2 Perform the dMDS optimization (25) to get the nearest EDM Y from D.

S.3 Construct the correlation matrix ρnew by

ρnew
ij = ρ∞ + (1− ρ∞) exp(−Yij).

It follows from Thm. 5.1 that exp(−Y ) (and hence ρnew) is a true correlation matrix. We
will test the following problem of various sizes.

Example 5.3 (Test problem). It computes the pre-distance matrix D in (45) with λ(Ti, Tj)
defined by (44) and

Ti = i, i = 1, . . . , n and α = β = 1.

All tests were carried out using the 64-bit version of MATLAB R2013a on a Windows 7
desktop with 64-bit operating system having Intel(R) Core(TM) 2 Duo CPU of 3.16GHz, and
4.0 GB of RAM. The dMDS optimization problem (25) was solved by Alg. 4.3 and the stopping
criterion used is

Res := ‖∇θ(yk)‖ ≤ 10−6.

In the following table, we also include: cpu (the cpu time in seconds); Iter (the total number
of iterations before termination); and feval (the total number of function evaluations of θ(y)).
We note that feval is also the number of spectral decomposition, which is used to compute Vkd
in (32). The starting point y0 is set to be zero.

It is easy to see that the semismooth Newton-CG method is satisfactory from a practical
point of view. It only used about 10 iterations to reach the required accuracy and it is very fast.
For example, for n = 1000, it only used about 4 seconds and it used about 1 and half minutes
for n = 3000.
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Problem size (n) cpu(s) Iter feval Res

500 1 9 12 4.85E-07
800 2 8 13 2.10E-07
1000 4 9 13 9.36E-07
1200 6 9 13 9.83E-07
1500 11 9 12 8.55E-07
2000 23 9 11 9.35E-07
2500 47 10 11 7.59E-07
3000 89 11 12 1.13E-07

Table 1: Semismooth Newton-CG method for problems in Example 5.3
.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we used cQSDP as a framework to include a number of quadratic matrix optimiza-
tion problems. Two primal examples are the matrix completion (approximation) on a subspace
and the problem of Euclidean distance matrices. We review some fundamental properties of
those problems in terms of cQSDP. In particular, we focused on the orthogonal projection onto
the conditional positive semidefinite cone Kn+(V). For the EDM problems, the cone is known as
the almost positive semidefinite cone Kn+. The projection function enjoys the property of strong
semismoothness and therefore a semismooth Newton method is naturally an ideal numerical
method for such problems. We studied the essential issues in developing the semismooth New-
ton method. We also included a new application in calibrating LMM correlations and presented
some supporting numerical results that show the semismooth Newton method worked well.

There are a few topics worth further investigation. One is related to the special case when
Q = 0 in (1), which results in the problem of conditional SDP (cSDP). It would be interesting
to have interior-point methods for such cSDP. Moreover, examples in cSDP should be collected.
Another topic is when there are box constraints in (26). New techniques (such as the smoothing
technique in [15]) should be developed into the semismooth Newton method studied in Section
4 in order for it to be efficient. We leave it to our future research.
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